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Unit-I 

This chapter provides an introduction to Data Communication and covers fundamental topics like data, 

information to the definition of communication and communication networks. The main objective of 

data communication and networking is to enable seamless exchange of data between any two points 

in the world. This exchange of data takes place over a computer network. 

 

Data refers to the raw facts that are collected while information refers to processed data that enables 

us to take decisions. Ex.:-When result of a particular test is declared it contains data of all students, 

when you find the marks you have scored you have the information that lets you know whether you 

have passed or failed. The word data refers to any information which is presented in a form that is 

agreed and accepted upon by is creators and users.  

 

DATA COMMUNICATION  

Data Communication is a process of exchanging data or information. In case of computer networks this 

exchange is done between two devices over a transmission medium. This process involves a 

communication system which is made up of hardware and software. The hardware part involves the 

sender and receiver devices and the intermediate devices through which the data passes. The software 

part involves certain rules which specify what is to be communicated, how it is to be communicated 

and when. It is also called as a Protocol. The following sections describes the fundamental 

characteristics that are important for the effective working of data communication process and is 

followed by the components that make up a data communications system. 

 

Characteristics of Data Communication  

The effectiveness of any data communications system depends upon the following four fundamental 

characteristics:  

 1. Delivery: The data should be delivered to the correct destination and correct user.  

2. Accuracy: The communication system should deliver the data accurately, without introducing any 

errors. The data may get corrupted during transmission affecting the accuracy of the delivered data. 

 3. Timeliness: Audio and Video data has to be delivered in a timely manner without any delay; such a 

data delivery is called real time transmission of data. 

 4. Jitter: It is the variation in the packet arrival time. Uneven Jitter may affect the timeliness of data 

being transmitted.  

 

Components of Data Communication 

A Data Communication system has five components as shown in the diagram below: 

1. Message:- Message is the information to be communicated by the sender to the receiver.  

2. Sender :-The sender is any device that is capable of sending the data (message). 

 3. Receiver:- The receiver is a device that the sender wants to communicate the data (message).  

4. Transmission Medium:- It is the path by which the message travels from sender to receiver. It can be 

wired or wireless and many subtypes in both. 

5. Protocol:- It is an agreed upon set or rules used by the sender and receiver to communicate data. A 

protocol is a set of rules that governs data communication. A Protocol is a necessity in data 

communications without which the communicating entities are like two persons trying to talk to each 

other in a different language without know the other language. 
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Fig 1.1 

DATA REPRESENTATION 

Data is collection of raw facts which is processed to deduce information. There may be different forms 

in which data may be represented. Some of the forms of data used in communications are as follows:  

1. Text -Text includes combination of alphabets in small case as well as upper case. It is stored as a 

pattern of bits. Prevalent encoding system : ASCII, Unicode  

2. Numbers- Numbers include combination of digits from 0 to 9. It is stored as a pattern of bits. 

Prevalent encoding system : ASCII, Unicode  

3. Images- A  i age is o th a thousa d o ds‖ is a e  fa ous sa i g. I  o pute s i ages a e 
digitally stored. A Pixel is the smallest element of an image. To put it in simple terms, a picture or 

image is a matrix of pixel elements. The pixels are represented in the form of bits. Depending upon the 

type of image (black n white or color) each pixel would require different number of bits to represent 

the value of a pixel. The size of an image depends upon the number of pixels (also called resolution) 

and the bit pattern used to indicate the value of each pixel. Example: if an image is purely black and 

white (two color) each pixel can be represented by a value either 0 or 1, so an image made up of 10 x 

10 pixel elements would require only 100 bits in memory to be stored. On the other hand an image 

that includes gray may require 2 bits to represent every pixel value (00 - black, 01 – dark gray, 10  – 

light gray, 11 –white). So the same 10 x 10 pixel image would now require 200 bits of memory to be 

stored. Commonly used Image formats : jpg, png, bmp, etc 

4. Audio Data can also be in the form of sound which can be recorded and broadcasted. Example: What 

we hear on the radio is a source of data or information. Audio data is continuous, not discrete. 

 5. Video:-Video refers to broadcasting of data in form of picture or movie. 

 

DATA FLOW 

Two devices communicate with each other by sending and receiving data. The data can flow between 

the two devices in the following ways.  

1. Simplex  

2. Half Duplex  

3. Full Duplex  
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Fig 1.2 

In Simplex, communication is unidirectional. Only one of the devices sends the data and the other one 

only receives the data. Example: in the above diagram: a cpu send data while a monitor only receives 

data.  

 

 

Half Duplex  

 
Fig 1.3 

In half duplex, both the stations can transmit as well as receive but not at the same time. When one 

device is sending other can only receive and vice-versa (as shown in figure above.) Example: A walkie-

talkie.  

Full Duplex 
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Fig 1.4 

In Full duplex mode, both stations can transmit and receive at the same time. Example: mobile phones 

 

DATA & SIGNALS 

To be transmitted, data must be transformed to electromagnetic signals. 

Data can be Analog or Digital. 

1. Analog data refers to information that is continuous; ex. sounds made by a human voice 

2. Digital data refers to information that has discrete states. Digital data take on discrete values. 

For example, data are stored in computer memory in the form of Os and 1s 

 

Signals can be of two types:  

1. Analog Signal: They have infinite values in a range.  

2. Digital Signal: They have limited number of defined values 

 

 

Fig 1.5 

Signals which repeat itself after a fixed time period are called Periodic Signals. Signals which do not 

repeat itself after a fixed time period are called Non-Periodic Signals. 

 In data communications, we commonly use periodic analog signals and non-periodic digital signals. 
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ANALOG SIGNAL 

 An analog signal has infinitely many levels of intensity over a period of time. 

As the wave moves from value A to value B, it passes through and includes an infinite number of values 

along its path as it can be seen in the figure below. 

A simple analog signal is a sine wave that cannot be further decomposed into simpler signals. 

 

 

Fig 1.5 

A sine wave is characterized by three parameters: 

1. Peak Amplitude 

2. Frequency 

3. Phase  

 

Characteristics of an Analog Signal  

 Peak Amplitude: The amplitude of a signal is the absolute value of its intensity at time t. The peak 

amplitude of a signal is the absolute value of the highest intensity. The amplitude of a signal is 

proportional to the energy carried by the signal.  
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Fig 1.6 

Frequency 

Frequency refers to the number of cycles completed by the wave in one second. Period refers to the 

time taken by the wave to complete one second. 

 

Fig 1.7 

Phase 

 Phase describes the position of the waveform with respect to time (specifically relative to time O). 

 

Fig 1.8 

Phase indicates the forward or backward shift of the waveform from the axis. It is measured in degrees 

or radian. The figure above shows the sine waves with same amplitude and frequency but different 

phases 
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Digital Signal 

 Information can also be explained in the form of a digital signal. A digital signal can be explained with 

the help of following points: 

1. A digital is a signal that has discrete values.  

2. The signal will have value that is not continuous. 

LEVEL 

1. Information in a digital signal can be represented in the form of voltage levels.  

2. E . I  the sig al sho  elo , a  is ep ese ted  a positi e oltage a d a  is ep ese ted 
by a Zero voltage. 

 

Fig 1.9 

 

INTRODUCTION TO SIGNAL ENCODING  
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Data can be analog or digital, so can be the signal that represents it.Signal encoding is the conversion 

from analog/digital data to analog / digital 

signal.  

Fig 1.10 

In the Figure above, 

A) Demonstrates Digital Signaling where data from an analog/digital source is encoded into Digital 

Signal. 

B) Demonstrates Analog signaling in which the analog/digital source modulates a continuous carrier 

signal to produce an  analog signal. 

The possible encodings are: 

1. Digital data to Digital Signal 

2. Digital data to Analog Signal 

3. Analog data to Digital Signal 

4. Analog data to Analog Signal 

 

Digital Data to Digital Signal 

 

Coding methods: Coding methods are used to convert digital data into digital signals. 

There are two types of coding methods: 

1 Line Coding 

2 Block Coding 

Scrambling is also one of the ways to convert digital data to digital signals but is not used. 

Line Encoding 

It is the process of converting Digital data into digital signal. 

In other words, it is converting of binary data(i.e. A sequence of bits) into digital signal (i.e. a sequence 

of discrete, discontinuous voltage pulses) 
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Fig 1.11 

 

Classification of Line Codes 

 

Fig 1.12 

Unipolar  

All signal levels are either above or below the time axis.  
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NRZ - Non Return to Zero scheme is an example of this code. The signal level does not return to zero 

during a symbol transmission. 

B Polar 

NRZ-voltages are on both sides of the time axis.  

Polar NRZ scheme can be implemented with two voltages. E.g. +V for 1 and -V for 0.  

There are two variations:  

NZR - Level (NRZ-L) - positive voltage for one symbol and negative for the other  

NRZ - Inversion (NRZ-I) - the change or lack of change in polarity determines the value of a symbol. E.g. 

a  symbol i e ts the pola it  a  does not.  

Polar – RZ - The Return to Zero (RZ) scheme uses three voltage values. +, 0, -. 

Each symbol has a transition in the middle. Either from high to zero or from low to zero. 

More complex as it uses three voltage level. It has no error detection capability 

 

 
Fig 1.13 

Polar - Biphase: Manchester and Differential Manchester  

Manchester coding is a combination of NRZ-L and RZ schemes. Every symbol has a level transition in 

the middle: from high to low or low to high. It uses only two voltage levels.  

Differential Manchester coding consists of combining the NRZ-I and RZ schemes. Every symbol has a 

level transition in the middle. But the level at the beginning of the symbol is determined by the symbol 

value. One symbol causes a level change the other does not. 
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Fig 1.14 

Bipolar - AMI and Pseudoternary 

This coding scheme uses 3 voltage levels: - +, 0, -, to represent the symbols Voltage level for one 

s ol is at  and the other alternates between + & -.  

Bipolar Alternate Mark Inversion (AMI) - the  symbol is represented  ze o oltage a d the  
symbol alternates between +V and -V. Pseudoternary is the reverse of AMI 

 
Fig 1.15 

Multilevel 
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Here the number of data bits is increased per symbol to increase the bit rate. 2 types of data element a 

1 or a 0 are available, it can be combined into a pattern of n elements to create 2m  symbols. Using L 

signal levels we can have n signal elements to create Ln  signal elements.  

 

The following possibilities can occur: With 2m symbols and Ln  signals: If 2m> L n  then we cannot 

ep ese t the data ele e ts, e do t ha e e ough sig als. If m = Ln  then we have an exact mapping 

of one symbol on one signal. 

 If 2m< L n  then we have more signals than symbols and we can choose the signals that are more 

distinct to represent the symbols and therefore have better noise immunity and error detection as 

some signals are not valid These types of codings are classified as mBnL schemes. 

 In mBnL schemes, a pattern of m data elements is encoded as a pattern of n signal elements in which 

2m ≤ Ln  . 2B1Q (two binary, one quaternary) Here m = 2; n = 1 ; Q = 4. It uses data patterns of size 2 and 

encodes the 2-bit patterns as one signal element belonging to a four-level signal. 

 
Fig 1.16 

Block Coding 

Block coding adds redundancy to line coding so that error detection can be implemented. Block coding 

changes a block of m bits into a block of n bits, where n is larger than m.  

Block coding is referred to as an mB/nB encoding technique. The additional bits added to the original  

 its‖ a e alled pa it  its o  he k its 
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Fig 1.17 

Example: 4B/5B encoding Here a 4 bit code is converted into a 5 bit code. 

 

TRANSMISSION MODES 

Data is transmitted between two digital devices on the network in the form of bits. Transmission mode 

refers to the mode used for transmitting the data. The transmission medium may be capable of 

sending only a single bit in unit time or multiple bits in unit time.  

When a single bit is transmitted in unit time the transmission mode used is Serial Transmission and 

when multiple bits are sent in unit time the transmission mode used is called Parallel transmission. 

 

Types of Transmission Modes: 

There are two basic types of transmission modes Serial and Parallel as shown in the figure below.  

Serial transmission is further categorized into Synchronous and Asynchronous Serial transmission. 

 

 
Fig 1.18 

Parallel Transmission 

It involves simultaneous transmission of N bits over N different channels Parallel Transmission 

increases transmission speed by a factor of N over serial transmission. 

 Disadvantage of parallel transmission is the cost involved, N channels have to be used, hence, it can be 

used for short distance communication only. 
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Fig 1.19 

Example of Parallel Transmission is the communication between CPU and the Projector. 

 

Serial Transmission 

In Serial Transmission, as the name suggests data is transmitted serially, i.e. bit by bit, one bit at a time. 

Since only one bit has to be sent in unit time only a single channel is required. 

 
Fig 1.20 

Types of Serial Transmission: Depending upon the timing of transmission of data there are two types of 

serial transmission as described below: 

 

ASynchronous Transmission  

In asynchronous serial transmission the sender and receiver are not synchronized. The data is sent in 

group of 8 bits i.e. in bytes. The sender can start data transmission at any time instant without 

informing the receiver. To avoid confusing the receiver while e ei i g the data, sta t  a d  stop  bits 

are inserted before and after every group of 8 bits as shown below. 
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Fig 1.21 

The sta t it is i di ated   and stop bit is i di ated  . The sender and receiver may not be 

synchronized as seen above but at the bit level they have to be synchronized i.e. the duration of one 

bit needs to be same for both sender and receiver for accurate data transmission. There may be gaps 

in between the data transmission indication that there is no data being transmitted from sender. 

 Ex. Assume a user typing at uneven speeds, at times there is no data being transmitted from Keyboard 

to the CPU. Following is the Diagram for Asynchronous Serial Transmission. 

 
Fig 1.22 

Advantages 

 1. Cheap and Effective implementation  

2. Can be used for low speed communication Disadvantages Insertion of start bits, stop bits and gaps 

make asynchronous transmission slow. Application Keyboard 

 

Synchronous Transmission: In Synchronous Serial Transmission, the sender and receiver are highly 

synchronized. No start, stop bits are used. Instead a common master clock is used for reference. The 

sender simply send stream of data bits in group of 8 bits to the receiver without any start or stop bit. It 

is the responsibility of the receiver to regroup the bits into units of 8 bits once they are received. When 

no data is ei g t a s itted a se ue e of s a d s i di ati g IDLE is put o  the t a s issio  
medium by the sender. 
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 Fig 1.23 

 

Advantage  

1. There are no start bits, stop bits or gaps between data units  

2. Since the above are absent data transmission is faster.  

3. Due to synchronization there are no timing errors. 

 

 
 

Fig 1.24 

 

Data Compression 

Decreases space, time to transmit, and cost  
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• Bit ate is li ited, a  e se d fe e  its a d still deli e  the data elia l ? (‘edu e the u e  of 
bits while retaining its meaning)  

• Va ious app oa hes fo  data o p essio : Huff a , ‘u  Le gth, LZW. 
 

Huffman code 

• Va ia le le gth ode ased o  the f e ue  of ha a te  use. 
 – Most frequently used characters -> shortest codes  

– Least frequently used characters -> longest codes  

• A si ple e a ple – Text – EEEEAEEBFEEE (ASCII 12 * 7 = 84 bits)  

 E-0, A-100, B-101, F-110  

Code – 000010000101110000 (18 bits) 

 

Huffman code: Code formation  

-Assign weights to each character 

 -Merge two lightest weights into one root node with sum of weights (why binary tree?)  

-Repeat until one tree is left  

-Traverse the tree from root to the leaf (for each node, assign 0 to the left, 1 to the right). 

 
Fig 1.25 

 

Huffman code: Code Interpretation 

 – No prefix property (Restriction): The code for any character never appears as the prefix or start of 

the code for any other character. (guarantees the codes can be translated back)  

– Receiver continues to receive bits until it finds a code and forms the character – 

01110001110110110111 (extract the string) 

To each character, associate a binary tree consisting of just one node. To each tree, assign the 

ha a te ʼ s f e ue , hi h is alled the t eeʼs eight.  
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-Look for the two lightest-weight trees. If there are more than two, choose among them randomly. 

Merge the two into a single tree with a new root node whose left and right sub trees are the two we 

chose. Assign the sum of weights of the merged trees as the weight of the new tree.  

-Repeat the previous step until just one tree is left. 

 

Run Length Encoding (Character-Level) 

Used for character data only  

• “e d a  alte ati g set of u e s a d ha a te s.  
• E a ple – HHHHHHHUFFFFFFFFFFFFFF – 7H1U14F 

 

Run Length Encoding (Bit-Level) 

1. Consider a picture of the letter T. 

2. 70-90% of the space is white space, which means many continuous zeroes to be transmitted. 

3. Group the runs of zeroes and send their length instead. 

4. Decide the number of bits to represent a run length.  

 Encoding algorithm (4 bit lengths) – Count the number of 0s between two 1s  

1.  If the number is less than 15, write it down in binary form.  

2.  If it is greater than or equal to 15, write down 1111, and a following binary number to indicate 

the rest of the 0s. If more than 30, repeat this process. 

3.  If the data starts with a 1, write down 0000 at the beginning. 

4.  If the data ends with a 1, write down 0000 at the end.  

5. Send the binary string. 

Decoding algorithm 

1.  Group all the bits into 4-bit groups.  

2.  For each 4-bit group, write down that number of 0s.  

3.  If at the end of the bit string, stop.  

4. If not at the end of the bit string: If the 4-bit group was less than 15, write down a 1. Go to step 

1.  

5. If the 4-bit group is 15, go to step 1. 

Lempel-Ziv Compression 

 In text, phrases or entire words are repeated very often.  

1.  Look for repeated strings. 

2. Store them and a code in a dictionary.  

3.  In the output, replace these repeated strings with the code. 

4. zip, unzip, compress command in Unix. 

Link for more information: 

1. http://freevideolectures.com/Course/2278/Data-Communication 

2. http://nptel.ac.in/courses/106105082/ 

3. https://www.vutube.edu.pk/vu-lectures/viewcategory/95/data-communication-cs601 

4. https://www.vutube.edu.pk/vu-lectures/viewvideo/1579/data-communication-cs601/data-

communication-cs601-lecture-01 
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CS-5001

Data Communication
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 

rgpvnotes.in@gmail.com 
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